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On the approximate limits of a real function*) 
By CASPER GOFFMAN in Lafayette (Indiana, USA) 
The theorem of W. H . YOUNG, [1], on the symmetric structure of an arbitrary 
real function / asserts that the set of right limits of / is the same as the set of left 
"limits of / at every point x, except for points belonging to a countable set. 
It has recently been shown by L. BELOWSKA, [2], that the theorem of YOUNG 
no longer holds if ordinary limits are replaced by approximate limits. Belowska 
constructs a function whose right approximate limit superior is less than its left 
approximate limit superior on an uncountable set. On the other hand, M . KULBACKA, 
[3], has shown that the set of points for which the set of right approximate limits 
of / differs f rom the set of left approximate limits of / is both of the first category 
and of measure zero, for an arbi trary real funct ion / . 
The purpose of this note is to give short and simple proofs of these results. 
Let / be an arbitrary real funct ion on the real line. For any x, a number y is 
said to be a right approximate limit of / at x if for every e > 0 the set (x, °°)f] 
n/-1((v—£, y + e)) has positive upper exterior density at x ; left approximate 
limit is defined similarly. Let W+(x) and W~(x) be the sets of right and left approx-
imate limits at x, respectively. Let A be the set of points x for which lV+(x) is not 
a subset of W~(x), and B the set of points x for which W~(x) is not a subset of 
W+(x). Then AUB is the set for which fV+(x)^ W~{x). It suffices to show that 
A is of the first category and of measure zero. It is evident that A c U Anrz where 
r , < r 2 
r i < / 2 a r e rational numbers and Anr2 is the set of points x such that (x, <»)n 
n / _ 1 ( ( r , , r2)) has positive upper exterior density at x and (— x) Of'1 ( ( i , r2)} 
has zero exterior density at x. Thus, in order to show that A is of the first category 
and of measure zero, it suffices to show that for every set S, the set £ of points x 
such that (x, <») f i 5 has positive upper exterior density at x and (— <»} x) f l S has 
zero exterior density at x is of the first category and of measure zero. 
Fo r every pair k, r of natura l numbers, let 
Ekr = x : DUS)>— and — l f 0 < x — , 
\ k x—y k rJ 
where D$(S) is the upper right exterior density of S at x. Then Ec: U Ekr. Suppose 
an Ekr is dense in an interval (a, b), where b — « < — . Then, for every a^y^x^b, 
m(Sft(y,x)) ^ 1 
x — y ~ k ' 
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since —^ T a s e c l u e n c e ixn} converging to x, and so D y ( S ) ^ — 
Xn — y K K 
for every y 6 (a, b). It follows that Ekr f l (a, b) is empty, contradicting the assumption 
that it is dense in (a, b). Thus Ekr is of the first category, so that E itself is of the 
first category. 
That E is of measure zero is merely a form of the Lebesgue density theorem. 
We thus have the 
T h e o r e m (KULBACKA). For every real function f the set for which lV+(x) 
W~(x), is of the first category and of measure zero. 
We now prove the 
T h e o r e m (BELOWSKA). There is a real function f such that the set of points 
for which W+(x) W~(x) is uncountable; indeed] the set for which the right approx-
imate limit superior is less than the left approximate limit superior is uncountable. 
P r o o f . The intervals complementary to the Cantor ternary set are of the form 
(.xx...xl, .xx...x2) (n= 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
n n * 
where x = 0 or 2. In each of these intervals, consider the subinterval 
( . x x . . . x l , .xx...xl 0 . . .01). 
Let S be the union of these subintervals. At every point of the Cantor set, the left 
metric density of S exists and is zero. However, the right metric density of S exists 
and is zero at some points of the Cantor set. We, accordingly, consider the subset 
E of the Cantor set whose points have ternary expansions of the form 
.xQ 22x0222222x0... 
where x = 0 or 2 and after each pair xO there are the same number of 2's as there 
are digits up to and including the pair xO. The set E has the power of the continuum. 
Let £ (:£• and let n be such that the « t h term in the expansion of E is the 0 of 
a pair xO. Then 
^ = . a 0 2 2 x 0 . . . x 0 2 . . . 2 x 0 . . . . 
n n 
Let 
Jn = (a„, b„) = (. x 0 22 x 0 . . . x l , . x 0 2 2 x 0 . . . x l 0 . . .01) 
tl n n 
where the first n— 1 digits in the expansions of a„ and b„ are the same. Then 
J„ c S. Now, since the expansion of a„ may be written a„ = .x 0 22 x 0 . . . xO 2 2 . . . , 
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we have 0 < a , , - £ < . ( ) . . . 0 1 . But ¿>„-a„ = . 0 . . . 0 1 so that bn-an>anThus 
In 2n 
b„ -a„ b„- a„ b„ — a„ 1 
K - t {bn-an) + {an-£) 2(bn-a„) 2' 
and so the upper right density of S at £ is positive, since lim (¿„— = 
To prove the theorem, we needed only consider the characteristic function of S. 
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